IMPORTANT

Before installing UTV shield, please read instructions to get a proper fit. Any variations from these instructions could have an adverse effect on the performance of the shield or negate any present or future warranty.

IT WORKS BEST IF (3) PEOPLE ARE ABLE TO HELP WITH INSTALLATION

A. Unpack the shield and hardware being careful not to scratch the shield. Remove all skin-packaged hardware and set aside. Peel protective masking from shield around rubber grommets and bottom trim (if required). Leave rest on for protection during installation.

B. With (1) person on each side of the unit, lift the shield and have them hold it in place. The "Full" and "Half" shields will rest on the rubber strips on the bottom. The "Visor" will be set higher as shown in the pictures below.

C. Install top clamp first on each side of the shield. Do not tighten at this time! Install the lower clamps next and finally the center clamps. (Except on the "Half" which only has 4 clamps) Clamps should be mounted with screw heads on the front of the shield with the hook side of the bracket on the back as shown below.

D. Once the shield is centered between the UTV frame, and all hardware is aligned with rubber strips underneath, tighten all fasteners with enclosed allenhead wrench. **DO NOT OVERTIGHTEN!**

CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE

For proper cleaning, wash with a mild soap and water. Any drying of the shield should be done with a clean 100% cotton cloth or damp chamois. Cleaning with a plastic polish is recommended frequently.

**IMPORTANT:** Never use abrasive cleaners, glass cleaners or strong solvents such as alcohol, acetone, etc. Also, products such as Rain-X, Armorall or Loctite should not be used as these products will break down the plastic and cause "crazing". Any foreign chemicals on plastic should be cleaned off immediately.